WavDri™ DRYING TRAYS

We’re just
touching
the surface
on a better
way to dry.
Trays provide locations for
barcode labels allowing the tray
to be identified easily.

Rest your products on a superior design for
efficiency, ergonomics, and cleanability.
Metro’s thoughtfully designed WavDri™ drying tray is designed to maximize efficiency with
superior airflow and a thorough rotation process. The patent pending clamshell rotation
process allows you to quickly rotate the buds. Features such as Microban antimicrobial
protection make this lightweight polymer drying tray ideal for agribusiness processing.

Increased Air Flow. Reduced Contact.

The undulated surface of a WavDri™ tray helps increase airflow, reduce surface
contact with product and improves efficiency. Inclusion of Microban® antimicrobial
in the WavDri™ tray helps mitigate the proliferation of bacteria and mold.

A faster, thorough
rotation process.
Quickly and consistently
rotate & document the rotation
process vs. manual rotation.

Cover

Flip

Metro’s patent pending clamshell rotation process for
efficiency allows for the protection of delicate product,
as well as, complete rotation for superior drying.

Quickly identify if the trays have been rotated using
indicator plaques, which alternates from red to white
for a consistent documented rotation process.
(Indicator plaques sold separately)

Clean &
Safe.

Use with Metro’s RE3S wire drying
rack for optimal airflow and minimal
tray contact.

Quickly rotate and identify.

Trays nest for storage.

Dishwasher Safe
Withstands
temperatures up to

212˚F

WavDri™ trays are designed to be machine
washable in temperatures up to 212˚F.
Trays are manufactured from food-safe
polypropylene and are resistant to most
cleaning agents including isoprobyl alcohol,
hydrogen peroxide, and bleach solutions.
Contains Microban antimicrobial that inhibits
the proliferation of bacteria and mold.
®

Visit www.metro.com or call 1-800-992-1776.

Available dolly to store and
transport efficiently and safely.
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*MICROBAN is a registered trademark of Microban Products Company. Microban Antimicrobial product protection

inhibits the growth of mold, mildew, fungus, and bacteria that cause odor and stains on surfaces.
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